The Rutgers Newark Oral History Project uses cutting-edge technology to bring groundbreaking oral history collections to a worldwide audience of students, scholars and researchers.

A collaboration of the Rutgers-Newark American Studies Graduate Program, the Center for Migration and the Global City and the Rutgers University Libraries, this exciting initiative is currently seeking committed, responsible, self-starting interns to assist with the Krueger-Scott African-American Oral History Collection.

Interns will be trained on the InterClipper software program to segment, summarize and index oral histories. The job involves listening carefully to recordings of narrators’ stories and life experiences and turning those anecdotes into “story clips” that can then be accessed by researchers searching by topic, theme and key word.

Strong writing and critical thinking skills are a must. Experience with oral history, research and audio software is a plus.

This internship is for-credit (3 credit hours) and requires a minimum commitment of 9 hours per week, a weekly progress journal, and a paper to be submitted at the end of the semester.

Interested parties should contact Project Coordinator/Research Fellow Samantha Boardman at sam@samanthaboardman.com. Registration by December 19th is preferred, however late registrants can be accommodated as late as January 21 if necessary.